[Book of German lithographed trade‐label samples]

Call no. M‐10 00323

This [107] p. book containing 538 colour trade label samples was manufactured by Aktien
Gesellschaft fur Anilin‐Fabrikation or AGFA (today BASF) and I.G. Farbenindustreie AG in Germany. It
was designed for the Asian and Indian markets. Colours are often named or numbered and Indian and
Asian design motifs are used throughout. Below is a list of items by page including any written
information present and a description of contents.
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Label number
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Name
AGFA patent fast indigo blue
with cherubs and factory.
AGFA superior fast cotton blue
cherubs and factory, Carlowitz
& co.
AGFA superior fast cotton blue
cherubs with banner

Language
ger, eng, chi

Location
Berlin
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AGFA superior fast cotton blue ger, eng, chi
cherubs with banner
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AGFA blue, gold, and red,
children, factory and roses
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Berlin
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6
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AGFA cotton red 6B with
children, factory and roses
AGFA blue, gold, and red,
children, factory and roses
AGFA Columbia black 90531,
black and gold with bear
AGFA malachite green
crystals, green and gold with
bear
Soluble blue (free from
poison). Blue, gold and white
with bear
AGFA Pure soluble blue
AGFA Soluble blue (free from
poison)
I.G. Farben, red and gold with
bear, shield and flowers
I.G. Farben, white and gold
with bear and shield
AGFA red, black, and white
matte with bear and shield
AGFA red, black, and white
matte with bear and shield

ger, eng, chi

eng, chi

ger, eng
ger, eng, chi

Berlin
Berlin
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Frankfurt
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4
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4
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AGFA malachite green
crystals, green and gold with
seals
I.G. Farben carthamine GP,
orange, gold and black with
award seals
AGFA Malachite green
crystals, green and gold with
award seals
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. patent
China green, yellow and black.
Eagle displayed with seals
I.G. AGFA. Green, blue, gold
and black with eagle displayed
and seals
AGFA Nigrosine 42773. Pink,
silver, gold, red, and black.
Eagle displayed with seals and
shield
Eagle displayed, black, white,
red and gold.
AGFA fast soluble blue. Gold,
grey, black, red and green
AGFA eagle orange. Gold ,
black and orange with Eagle
AGFA Pure soluble blue,
Carlowitz & co. Blue and gold
with eagle (matte)
AGFA Rubine extra g.k. Gold,
tan, and red with eagle and
seals. Carlowitz & Co.
AGFA Water blue bbn
AGFA green crystals. Yellow,
green, gold and black with
eagle displayed, cherubs and
seals
AGFA malachite green
crystals. Light and dark green,
gold, cream and black with
eagle, cherubs and seals
AGFA pure soluble blue,
carlowitz & co. Blue and gold
with eagle
AGFA Rubine extra. Carlowitz
& Co. Silver, pink, red, black
and green with eagle
Red, gold and black eagle with
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banner
AGFA red, black and white
label
Fast color 5A I.G. Manilal
Mooljee Bombay
AGFA red, white, gold, pink,
green, and black. Flowers,
seals and eagle
AGFA red, white, gold, pink,
green, and black. Flowers,
seals and eagle 2
AGFA red, gold, eagle with
sunrise and globes
AGFA red, gold, eagle with
sunrise and globes. Marca
Agfa
AGFA red, gold , black sunset
with eagle andd globes. Marca
Agfa
Small AGFA red, gold, black,
sunset with eagle and globes
AGFA Red, black, white and
gold. Eagle with Globes
AGFA Rubine extra, grey, red,
gold, black, and green. Eagle
with globes
AGFA Congo Red 4B. Orange,
Eagle, sunset and globes
AGFA Berlin. Orange, green,
gold, blue, pink and yellow.
Eagle at sunset with globes
AGFA red, gold, blue, pink,
black and blue. Eagle with
globes and sunset
AGFA I.G. Made in Germany.
Red, blue, yellow, black and
white. Eagle with globes and
sunset
I.G. Farben Indore Black made
in Germany. Black and gold
eagle with globes
AGFA I.G. Superfine magenta
powder. Magenta and gold
Eagle with globes
AGFA Chrysophenine made in
Germany for Manilall Mooljee
Bombay. Gold logo on yellow
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1
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I.G. AGFA Manilal Mooljee
green crystals No. 292. Gold
on green eagle and globes.
I.G. AGFA Hansraj Vishram &
Co. importers, Calcutta.
Chrysophenine HV
AGFA Superior Fast cotton
blue. Blue, Gold, red, black
and yellow with eagle,
cherubs and flowers.
AGFA Superior Fast cotton
blue. Blue, Gold, red, black
and yellow with eagle,
cherubs and flowers.
Eagle with banner and
cherubs. White, red etc.
AGFA green, gold, red, black.
Carlowitz & Co sole agents.
Small eagle with banner and
cherubs.
AGFA factory gold black and
white
AGFA factory gold, red, green,
black and white
AGFA factory multicolor with
floral border
AGFA factory red, green, black
and white
AGFA factory White, green,
red, black, and gold matte.
AGFA factory with cherubs,
green, black, white, gold
Patent malachite green
crystals A, AGFA factory with
cherubs, green, black, white,
gold.
AGFA factory with cherubs.
Blue, pink, yellow, green,
black and white
Kaloomall Shoorimall & Co.
Amritsar Magenta medium
crystals. Made in germany.
AGFA factory with fruit border
in red, pink, green, blue and
black
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AGFA factory with peacock
border. Multicolour with
predominantly yellow and
green
AGFA Sambesi black D.
Carlowitz & Co. sole agents.
Black, yellow, gold and white
cherubs with banner and seals
Manilall Mooljee, Bombay
Magenta extra large crystals
9B. Multiple factory views,
red, yellow, black and blue
with birds and flowers
Multiple factory views with
parrots and multicolour birds.
I.G. AGFA made in germany.
Red with AGFA logo, and
peacock/floral border
AGFA factory with cherubs
and eagle. Green, blue, gold,
pink, black and white
Factory with flower, leaf, and
butterfly border in pink, red,
blue, black, white, grey etc.
Factory with green, red, pink,
blue, gold and yellow border
Orange, red, gold and black
label with candle
Orange, red, gold and black
label with candle (small)
Fast indigo blue. Two women
in chinese dress holding a
scroll in blue and gold. With
floral border
Black for cotton F.B. Two
women in Chinese dress
holding a scroll in yellow,
black and gold with floral
border
Two women holding scroll in
yellow, blue and gold on pale
blue background with floral
border.
AGFA Double fast black. Two
people in chinese dress
holding a floral scroll with
floral border on white.
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AGFA Black for cotton F.B.
Two figures holding banners
with a plant between them.
Black, red, blue, white, green
and gold.
AGFA two characters in
Chinese dress holding floral
scroll. Green, red, blue, yellow
and black on cream
AGFA Direct bordeaux G.
Shouxing or the Old Man of
the North Pole with deer.
Multicolour on white
Shouxing or the Old Man of
the North Pole with deer.
Multicolour on white
Shouxing or the Old Man of
the North Pole with deer.
Multicolour on white with
black banner
Shouxing or the Old Man of
the North Pole with deer.
Multicolour on white with
green banner
Daisies on silver background
with ladybugs, seals and
banner
Flowers with seals, banner,
and beetles on Silver
background
Gold label with banners
showing two peacocks in a
tree
Two peacocks in a tree peach
and green background
AGFA cotton black II. Two
peacocks
AGFA two peacocks with
green border
I.G. Farben. Two peacocks on
a gold background
AGFA yellow border with two
peacocks in a tree and gold
logo
Small two peacocks on gold,
green and yellow with
banners
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I.G. two peacocks in a tree
with yellow tail and red
border
Small label two peacocks with
gold, yellow and green
background and white
banners
Made in Germany. Very small
label, two blue peacocks on
gold background
I.G. Farben AGFA. Botica Boie
Philippine American Drug co.,
Manila, P.I.
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
9 green parrots on a branch.
Gold, green, black and cream.
AGFA woman at sewing
machine with floral border
and banner
AGFA woman at sewing
machine with yellow border
and banner 2
AGFA woman at sewing
machine with floral border
and banner 3
AGFA woman at sewing
machine with magenta
banners
AGFA eagle and globes with
sunset. Red and blue border
AGFA green crystals 00. Lion,
roses and seals. Blue, pink,
gold, white, yellow and green
Tall ship pink and gold with
yellow and green banners
AGFA Tall ship pink and gold
with pink and yellow banners
Tall ship with reeds. Yellow,
Green, orange, blue, white
with yellow banner
AGFA Pink for silk. Tall ship on
red, green, yellow,
AGFA Steamship S.O. 36
AGFA train with red border.
S.O. 36
AGFA Chinese textile makers
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with red border
AGFA Crown and cherubs with
yellow border and flowers.
AGFA Cherubs, crown, and
black banner with flowers on
white
AGFA Manufactured in
Germany. Two gold cherubs
with the red ensign and
german flag and crown on a
white and floral background
AGFA Manufactured in
Germany. Two gold cherubs
with the red ensign and
german flag and crown on a
white and floral background
large
AGFA Cherubs with banner
and seals on red, yellow and
gold background
I.G. Farben AGFA cherubs with
pink and blue banner and
crown on floral background
AGFA Cherubs with banner,
crown and red flowers on
white background
AGFA group of men in chinese
dress in the woods. Purple,
green, gold, yellow, black etc.
Carlowitz & Co. Sole
distributors
AGFA Deer in green forest
with seals and red banner
AGFA Deer in green forest
with seals and blue banner
AGFA deer in green forest
with seals and red banner 2
AGFA Diamond green M.E.
Made in Germany, Abdul
Rahiman Amad Sait, Madura.
Deer in green forest with seals
small
I.G. Farben AGFA. Deer in
green forest with gold and red
border and blue banner
I.G. Farben AGFA. Deer in
green forest with bird. Gold
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AGFA Deer in green pasture
with black and gold borders,
banners and seals.
AGFA Scarlet bluest shade.
Deer in green pasture with
red, gold and white border
with seals and banner
Green, yellow, blue, pink, and
red butterfly with floral
background
AGFA Superior scarlet.
Butterfly on blue background
with seals and white banner
AGFA Yellow, red and black
butterfly with seals on grey
and gold background
I.G. Farben AGFA. Red, yellow,
pink and white insect with
blue background and flowers
AGFA Malachite green
crystals. Five people in chinese
costume on gold and green
background with yellow
banner. Carlowitz & Co. sole
agents.
I.G. Farben. Five people in
Chinese dress with seals and
red border.
AGFA group of people in
Chinese dress riding a sea
creature. Carlowitz and Co.
Sole agents. Red, gold and
blue background
AGFA three people in Chinese
dress riding a sea creature.
Gold, red, green and white
border
AGFA Green crystals. Three
people in Chinese dress riding
a sea monster. Yellow, green
and blue border
Three people in Chinese drss
riding a sea monster. Blue,
gold, and green background.
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Soluble super black W. Four
men in Chinese dress drying
cloth over a fire with gold and
red border
AGFA Purest cotton black.
Four men in Chinese dress
drying cloth over a fire with a
pink, red and gold border
Three men and one boy in
Chinese dress walking down
stairs. With black and gold
chain border.
Three men and one boy in
Chinese dress walking down
stairs. With black and gold
chain border.
AGFA Woman in Chinese dress
painting fabric. With a gold,
yellow and green leaf border
on white
AGFA Imperial yellow. Woman
in Chinese dress painting
fabric with gold border
AGFA Bestes Wasser Blau.
Woman in Chinese dress
painting fabric. With blue
border
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
Red and gold on white with
eagle
Black and gold scrollwork on
white with eagle. Hansraj
Vishram & Co., Calcutta
Carthamine No. 2 Made in
Germany. Red and gold
scrollwork on white with
eagle.
Made in Germany. Red and
gold on white and green with
eagle
Gold and blue scrollwork on
white background
I.G. Farben Gold Lion with
banners on peach background
with red, blue, green, and gold
border
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AGFA lion with banners on
pink background. Green, blue,
gold, red border
China Red. Group dressed in
Chinese clothing around a
table with fans. Red border
China Red. Group dressed in
Chinese clothing around a
table with fans. Orange border
AGFA Fast indigo blue. Two
women making textiles.
Yellow, red, blue and white
border
AGFA Two women making
textiles. Yellow background
with red, blue and gold border
on white.
Wuhan army, five soldiers
with flag and horse. Gold
border
Wuhan army, five soldiers
with flag and horse. Gold
border
Wuhan army. Group of
soldiers with C.O. Meeting
Japanese
Chinese soldiers with five‐
coloured flag
Chinese soldiers with five‐
coloured flag
Cherubs holding banner.
Chinese soldier and citizens
salute flags. Yellow and blue
border with blue background
AGFA. Three people in
Chinese dress under large
tree. Rainbow border with
green and gold.
AGFA. Three people in
Chinese dress under large
tree. Rainbow border with
green and gold.
AGFA. Three people in
Chinese dress under large
tree. Rainbow border with
blue bannersand flowers
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AGFA Three people in Chinese
dress sitting in a field. Red
border with pink , green, and
yellow.
AGFA Berlin S.O. 36. Three
people in Chinese dress sitting
in a field with blue, red and
gold border.
Made in Germany. Woman
with blue gown in hammock in
forest
Woman in hammock with blue
and red gown in forest
Woman in hammock with blue
and red gown in forest (small)
AGFA Brilliant Turkey Red.
Woman in Chinese dress in
hammock in forest wearing
pink and blue.
AGFA person in Chinese dress
luring frog. Black and gold
border
AGFA Magenta small crystals
Person in Chinese dress luring
frog. Magenta and gold border
Three people in Chinese dress
drinking outdoors at a table.
Red border
AGFA Candle Scarlet. Three
people in Chinese dress
drinking outdoors at a table.
Red border
Three knights fighting, one on
horseback in green field with
red and gold border.
AGFA Made in Germany.
Three knights fighting in field
with red border
Made in Germany. Three
knights fighting in field, one
on horseback, with red and
gold leaf border
Three knights fighting in field
with seals and red and gold
border
I.G. Farben AGFA. Three
knights fighting in field with
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AGFA Two knights with shields
and seals. With red border
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33
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Two knights with shields and
seals, swords drawn, on blue
background with gold border
AGFA two knights with shields
and seals on black background
with gold border
Mae in Germany two knights
in gold with shield on white
background
AGFA Cotton Black 90333.
Man in Chinese or Japanese
style house imagining paint
brushes. With red and gold
background
AGFA Cotton Black 90333.
Man in Chinese or Japanese
style house imagining paint
brushes
AGFA woman with cranes and
deer in field. Gold, blue, pink
and white background
AGFA woman with deer in
field. Gold, white, pink and
blue border
AGFA Turkey Red. Woman in
field with deer. Pink and gold
border
I.G. Farben AGFA
Schwefelschwarz in Teig 724
R. 5 Catties net. 6 people in
Chinese dress holding a scroll
beneath a tree. Black and gold
border
I.G. Farben. 6 people in
Chinese dress holding a scroll
beneath a tree. Gold border.
I.G. Farben. 6 people in
Chinese dress holding a scroll
beneath a tree. Gold border.
I.G. Farben. 6 people in
Chinese dress holding a scroll
beneath a tree. Gold border
(small square)
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6 men in Chinese dress
standing beneath a tree with
scroll
AGFA. 6 men in chinese dress
holding a scroll in a field. Gold
border. Lansdscape
AGFA. Columbia green 3B.
Two men in chinese dress
tilling a field. White and gold
border
AGFA Fast Indigo Blue (spelled
Jndigo Blue). Carlowitz & Co.
Sole agents. Two men in
Chinese dress tilling a field.
I.G. Farben AGFA Two orange
tigers in a forest with gold
border.
AGFA Two yellow tigers on a
rock with blue and red border
on white
AGFA Made in Germany. Two
yellow tigers on a rock in a
forest. Gold and white border
Two yellow tigers in a forest
on a rock. White and gold
border
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. Sole
Agents. Two tigers climbing
down a ledge. Red, yellow and
blue border with pink gold and
yellow sash.
Carlowitz & Co. Sole agents.
Two orange tigers on a rock in
the forest. With gold border
Two orange tigers on a rock in
the forest with gold border
and yellow panels
I.G. Farben Sulphur Black 95 S.
Tiger and two cubs in a forest
clearing. Brown, yellow and
white border
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. Sole
agents. Tiger with two cubs in
a forest clearing. Brown, silver
white, and black border.
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Congo Red 8B. Made in
Germany for Bhai Hafez Abdul
Sakur, Mauaima. Tiger and
two cubs in a clearing with
red, black and gold border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Tiger and two cubs on army
green with gold and black
border
Made in Germany. Tiger and
two cubs in a forest clearing.
With gold, red, white, and
blue border.
AGFA Soluble blue, Carlowitz
& Co., China Sole agents. Tiger
and two cubs entering
clearing. Green, yellow, Black,
white and blue border
Small label tiger and two cubs
entering clearing. With gold,
red, green, yellow and black
border
AGFA Superior Scarlet. Tiger
and cub entering clearing with
water in background. Maroon,
gold, grey and white border
I.G. Farben two pheasants on
a log with red and silver
border
Chicago blue 3 BL. AGFA. Two
pheasants on a flowering
branch. With orange, gold,
black, and white
AGFA Malachite green
crystals. Two pheasants on a
flowering log. With green and
gold border
I.G. Farben. Two yellow and
red pheasants in a clearing on
a gold background with red
and white border.
AGFA Direct brown SBD extra.
Two fishermen cleaning fish
with two cranes in a river.
Multicoloured border
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. China.
Two fishermen with cranes on
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AGFA 10 figures in Chinese
costume in a forest clearing.
With pale blue and gold
border
AGFA Black for cotton F.B. 10
figures in Chinese dress in a
forest
10 figures in Chinese dress in a
forest clearing. With pale blue
and magenta border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Black and gold label with a
monkey ridig a horse and a
gold border
AGFA Purest Yellow. Monkey
King on horseback carrying a
yellow globe, peach or
persimmon. Gold border
AGFA Green crystals. Monkey
king riding a horse with a
persimmon or peach. Green,
red, and black border
Three men in Chinese dress
looking at textiles indoors.
Blue and gold border.
Three men in Chinese dress
looking at textiles indoors.
White and gold border
I.G. Farben. 10 figures indoors
at a large textile store or
factory
AGFA Fast Indigo Blue. 10
figures indoors at a large
textile store or factory
AGFA Berlin Fast Grey D. Boy
on half‐globe holding the
German and
Purest Cotton Black. Two
children holding a half‐globe
with gold, green, pink and
black border
AGFA two children holding a
half globe. With gold, black,
green and white border with
black flowers.
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AGFA cotton black 90333.
Four men in Chinese dress
weaving textiles. Black, gold,
and green border with
dragons and devil masks
AGFA Superior fast cotton
blue. Four men in Chinese
dress weaving. With green,
gold, and blue border with
devil masks and dragons.
I.G. Farben Two boys with
straw hats on a red
background. Gold, green and
black border.
AGFA Two boys with straw
hats on a red background.
Green, gold and black border
Made in Germany Rhinoceros
entering river. Gold, blue, red,
green and yellow background
AGFA Rhinoceros entering
river. Black, white, red and
blue background
Rhino entering river. Gold,
white, red, blue and yellow
border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Rhino entering river. Gold,
red, green, black and yellow
border.
AGFA Two children resting on
globe with cornucopia and
crown. Gold background with
blue and pink ribbons
German make. Two children
resting on a globe with a
crown and cornucopia. Gold
background with pink and
blue ribbons
AGFA two childeren with
globe and cornucopia. Matte
on white background with
gold and red border
Two children on globe with
cornucopia. Gold and red
border with inside red frame
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Jockeys running race. Two on
horses and one fallen. With
black and gold border with
yellow and blue flowers
AGFA. Made in Germany.
Three jockeys in a race with
stands in the background
Made in Germany. Four
jockeys in a race. Two riding
and two fallen. Gold, black,
red, and yellow floral border
AGFA Made in Germany. Four
jockeys in a race. Stands in
background. Black, red, gold,
pink, yellow floral border.
Congo Red 8 R. Manilal
Mooljee Bombay. Registered
in India, Manufactured in
Germany. Tree jockeys racing
on a plain. Blue and gold
border with red, blue, and
green flags
Two harnessed oxen pulling a
rope being whipped by a man.
Made in Germany. Red, black
and gold border
Two harnessed oxen pulling a
rope being whipped by a man.
Made in Germany. Red, black
and gold border
Two harnessed oxen pulling a
rope being whipped by a man.
Made in Germany. Red, black,
green and gold border
I.G. Farben. Man and woman
in Chinese dress with fan and
stag and child offering tea.
Gold and green border with
yellow banner
Man and woman in Chinese
dress with fan, stag, and child
offering tea. Gold and green
border with yellow banner
Man and woman in Chinese
dress with fan, stag, and child
offering tea. Black, yellow,
blue and gold border.
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Made in Germany. Gold on
black. Elephants, palm tree
and seals.
Elephants, palm tree and
seals. Gold and pink on white
Made in Germany. Elephants,
palm tree and seals. Gold and
pink on white
Elephants, palm tree and
seals. Gold and brown on
white
Made in Germany. Elephants,
palm tree and seals. Gold, red,
black, blue, and yellow on
white.
AGFA Direct Black KS. 11lb
Trade Mark made in Germany.
Three elephants and four
birds. Yellow and gold chain
border
AGFA Made in Germany.
Kaldomall Shoorimall
Amritsar, 1/2 lb nett. Three
elephants, 4 red birds and an
eagle. Yellow and gold chain
link border
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
Three elephants pulling palm
trees with their trunks. Red,
orange and blue border.
Man with parasol on howdah
riding elephant. Gold, red,
black, green, peach, and
yellow border
Man with parasol on howdah
riding elephant. Gold, red,
black, green, peach, and
yellow border
Man with parasol on howdah
riding elephant in gold and
red. Pale blue, red, black and
gold border
Fine magenta crystals no. 1
made in Germany. Hansraj
Vishram & Co. Calcutta. Man
with parasol on howdah riding
elephant. Green, blac, gold,
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AGFA four men with turbans
riding elephant, three in
Howda. Black, gold, red, and
white with four seals.
AGFA. Man in Indian dress
carrying food on a tray and
riding a white elephant in a
field. Red, black, gold and
yellow border
Made in Germany. Toolsidass
Tejpal, Vadgadi, Bombay. Two
elephants with trunks
entwined over a low stone
wall. One elephant has a rider
in Indian dress and turban
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Lakshmi seated in floating
lotus flower with two
attendant white elephants
standing in water. Gold, black,
blue, and red floral border.
AGFA Made in Germany.
Lakshmi seated in floating
lotus flower with two
attendant dressed white
elephants standing in water.
Gold, green, red, and black
border
AGFA Made in Germany.
Lakshmi seated in floating
lotus flower with two
attendant dressed white
elephants standing in water.
Gold, green, red, and black
border
I.G. Farben blue Black H.V.
made in Germany. Lakshmi
seated in floating lotus with
attendant elephants standing
in water. Gold on black
background
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AGFA I.G. Farben Made in
Germany. Two dressed
elephants standing against
palm tree with four seals.
Gold, black, red, and yellow on
cream
Two dressed elephants
standing against a palm tree
with four seals. Gold, black,
blue, grey, green on a red and
white background
AGFA Made in Germany. Small
blue elephant with four men
in turbans on howdah. Pink
banner with red, yellow, gold
and blue border
Made in Germany. Small
elephant with four riders in
turbans in howdah. Magenta
and red banners. Gold, yellow,
black, red, border
Made in Germany. Gold
elephant with four riders in
turbans on howdah. Gold on
black with two banners
AGFA elephant with four
riders in turbans on howdah.
Four seals. Gold border on
white.
Made in Germany. Two
elephants in forest. Red,
yellow, black border
Two elephants in forest. Red,
blue, yellow, gold and black
border.
Elephant pulling tree from the
ground in forest. Wine and
green colored background.
Two gold pillars with pink
banners. Gold, green, orange,
red, and black border
Made in Germany. Elephant
pulling tree in forest. With
two pillars and pink sashes.
Magenta and light green
background
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I.G. Farben Fast pink K.S.
Made in Germany. Three gold
elephants, two standing.
Orange, red, with a gold
border on white.
Fast Pink K.S. Kaloomal
Shoorimal Importer, Amritsar.
Made in Germany. Three gold
elephants, two standing, on a
peach background. Gold,
black, and white border.
I'G. Farben Fast Pink M.M.
Manufactured in germany.
Schutzmarke. Two elephants
with trunks raised. Floral and
gold/black border
AGFA No. 1 Water Blue.
Carlowitz & Co. Sole agents.
Gold elephant with four men
wearing turbans on howdah.
Ten seals. Gold on blue.
AGFA Made in germany. Two
elephants in sunset forest.
Blue, black and red border
with red banner.
AGFA Made in Germany.
Bhagwandas Maganlal Shah,
Calcutta. Elephant fighting
lion. Gold on black
I.G. Farben fast pink M.H.
Manufactured in Germany.
Schutzmarke. One elephant
with floral and leaf
background in red, blue,
yellow, green and gold.
Extra‐Rubine (free from
poison) A.C. Bharoodan Sethia
& Co. Calcutta. Made in
Germany. Gold elephant with
four seals. Gold, red, black
matte on a white background
Hadenfeldt & co. Calcutta.
Elephant wearing red cape
charging. Matte pink, gold,
red, and black on white.
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I.G. Farben Fast blue black 6 A.
Two elephants, Made in
Germany. Two elephants with
one rider. Gold on a balck
bakcground.
AGFA made in Germany. Two
elephants with one rider. Gold
on hot pink.
Methyle Violet no. 229. made
in Germany. Net 8 Ounces.
Ambaprasad Jadavjee & Co.
Delhi.
Manufactured in Germany by
I.G. Farben. Two elephants
with one rider. Matte gold,
blue, red and green on white
Jullunder Black. Manufactured
in Germany for Manilall
Mooljee Bombay.
Schutzmarke. One elephant
with two heads. Floral red,
green, blue, and gold border
on white
Fast Pink R.M. Manufactured
in germany for Manilall
Mooljee. Two‐headed
elephant in white field. With
Black, pink, and red border on
white. Matte
AGFA. Manufactured in
Germany by I.G. Farben. One
elephant with three trunks
and one rider in white field.
Red, black, blue, gold, and
green floral border. Matte
Manufactured in Germany for
Dayal Laljee Bombay. Elephant
with four warriors. Trade
mark. Blue, green, black, and
yellow
Amritsar Black. Alamchund
Tolaram Amritsar. Made in
Germany. Two elephants
holding a duck with yellow,
blue, green, gold, and red
background
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Scarlett R. Scarlett T.R. Made
in Germany. Dayal Laljee
Bombay. Elephant with four
warriors. Red with white,
green, yellow, blue and black
border
Fast Yellow. Manufactured in
Germany for Manilall Mooljee.
Trade mark. Elephant on
white, red, and black
background.
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Three elephants on grass.
With green, gold, red, blue,m
and yellow border.
Jagganath Black made in
Germany. Alamchund Tolaram
importer Amritsar. Six
elephants holding the head of
another relephant on string
between them. Gold, green,
black, white, red.
Hantaram Toolsiram. Made in
Germany. 40 Armenian street,
Calcutta. Gold border, blue
and green background with
yellow banners. Two Sikh
soldiers with guns and knives
standing. Two men in turbans
riding two elephants.
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Vishnu and a bird man
(Garuda?) fighting an elephant
holding a flower in its trunk.
Gold, red, green, pink, black
border.
AGFA Purest green crystals.
Group of multicolored Chinese
guardian lions at play. Green
and gold border.
Chinese multicoloured
guardian lion and pups at play.
Black and gold border.
Columbia Black 90531.
Chinese multicoloured
guardian lion and pups at play.
Gold and green border.
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AGFA Violet R.N.E. Chinese
multicoloured guardian lion
and pups at play. Green and
gold border
AGFA Pure soluble blue. Gold
on blue dragon with ten seals
Pure soluble blue. Gold on
blue dragon with banner
AGFA Extra soluble blue. Gold
on blue dragon with banners
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AGFA Extra soluble blue. Gold
on blue dragon with banners

ger, eng, chi

Berlin

AGFA pure soluble blue. Gold
on blue dragon. Matte,
portrait orientation
Pure soluble blue. Gold on
blue dragon. Small
AGFA Pure soluble blue. Gold
on blue dragon. Matte.
AGFA Rubine ‐ Extra. Gold
dragon on grey bakground
AGFA Green crystals.
Carlowitz & co. sole agents.
Multicoloured dragon on gold
background with green, red
and black border and green
banners
Multicoloured dragon on blue
background with blue, yellow,
red, and black border.
I.G. Farben AGFA. Dragon on
yellow background with
flowering branches. Red, black
and green border.
AGFA Rubine extra. Gold
dragon on silver with gold
border.
AGFA Rubine Extra. Gold
dragon and 10 seals on silver
background with red lettering.
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
Red dragon on gold, blue and
red background with red and
blue floral border
AGFA Cotton Black 90333. 9
gold dragons on a black
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AGFA Cotton Black 90333.
Carlowitz & Co. Sole agents. 9
golden dragons on black
background.
5 figures from the Andean
region weaving outdoors.
Black, yellow, blue border.
5 figures from the Andean
region weaving indoors. Black,
yellow, green border.
5 figures from the Andean
region near a loom. Black,
blue, yellow and green border
7 women from the Andean
region weaving and spinning
outdoors. Red and black
border.
Native American man with
headdress in field. Blue, pink,
red, and gold border
3 women in South American
or Mexican dress standing in
front of a thatched roof
building. Black and yellow
border
Single figure with cape and
South American or Mexican
style clothing in a field. Black
and red border
AGFA six figures combing and
spinning wool in Mexican or
South american dress. Orange
yellow black and green floral
border
Two men in African dress, one
with a Columbian sash, one in
Native American clothes with
headdress and one in Chinese
dress with sword. Globe in
center with leaves and red
banners.
Two men in African dress, one
with a Columbian sash, one in
Native American clothes with
headdress and one in Chinese
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center with leaves and red
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Two men in African dress, one
with a Columbian sash, one in
Native American clothes with
headdress and one in Chinese
dress with sword. Globe in
center with leaves and red
banners.
Two men in African dress, one
with a Columbian sash, one in
Native American clothes with
headdress and one in Chinese
dress with sword. Globe in
center with leaves and red
banners.
Two men in African dress, one
with a Columbian sash, one in
Native American clothes with
headdress and one in Chinese
dress with sword. Globe in
center with leaves and red
banners.
AGFA Silk Blue. Carlowitz &
Co. Sole Agents. Crane
standing on rock in water.
AGFA Ostriches eating on
plain. Blue border
Swallows in flight. Gold with
flowers and yellow twig
border
AGFA two adult birds with
three chicks and nest. Gold
border with peel‐away at
corner revealing another label
design
AGFA Methyle Violet No. 22
Queen Mary of Teck and King
George. Made in Germany.
Mangaldas Bhaichand & Co.
Mr. S. Bannerji. Palm trees
and roses with gold border
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Chrysophenine. Manilall
Mooljee Bombay. Made in
Germany. AGFA. Queen,
possibly Victoria, seated. Gold
border
Queen, possibly Victoria,
standing. Agfa for Manilall
Mooljee. Volkart Brothers
Bombay, Sole Importers.
Queen of England, possibly
Victoria, standing with lion
and parrot in front of ocean.
Manilall Mooljee, Vadgadi,
Bombay. AGFA
I.G. Farben. Made in Germany.
Portrait of a man in a suit.
Green, red, and gold floral
border
I.G. Farben. Agfa logo. Seated
man in turban outdoors
between pillars. Red and gold
border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Seated Sikh soldier with
sword. Apple border in red,
green, yellow and white
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
Figure adorned with medals
surrounded by four scenes of
famous locations in India,
including the Taj Mahal,
Golden Palace, Kutub Minar
Rammal Ramlall Amritsar.
Made in Germany. Figure in
turban with gold, blue, red
and green border and red
banner
AGFA Manufactured in
Germany. Hansraj Vishram &
Co., Calcutta. Royal figure on
dais with four attendants
God Matsya (Vishnu) floating
in water with four children.
AGFA God Matsya (Vishnu)
floating in water with four
children. Made in Germany
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AGFA. Made in Germany. God
Matsya (Vishnu) floating in
water with four children.
Made in Germany. God
Matsya (Vishnu) floating in
water with four children
AGFA Lion and shield with
blue banners, red roses and
six seals.
AGFA Columbia Black 90531.
Lion and shield with black
banners, pink roses and six
seals
AGFA Congo Red 666. Made in
Germany. Lion and shield with
blue banners, red roses,
yellow and red border
AGFA Congo Red
manufactured in Germany.
Manilall Mooljee. Two lions
with shields. Black and gold on
green.
C. & A. Danby Calcutta. Made
in Germany. Lion with shield
bearing the letter D. Gold,
black on a red background
Champion Violet. Carlowitz &
Co. Sole agents. C& Co. Lion
on white background with
shields and two seals.
AGFA Lion killing prey. White
banner, red, gold, blue and
yellow border
Kinkajou Brand Toolsidas
Tejpal. Vad Gadi Bombay.
Made in Germany. Kinkajou
with flowers. Gold, red, and
black border
Vishnu three figures and the
Monkey king or Hanuman or
Vali in conference in the forest
with monkeys in the
background
Vishnu three figures and the
Monkey king or Hanuman or
Vali in conference in the forest
with monkeys in the
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Vishnu three figures and the
Monkey king or Hanuman or
Vali in conference in the forest
with monkeys in the
background
Vishnu at a wedding. Yellow
and gold border.
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Vishnu at a wedding. Black,
pale blue and pink border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Gods seated including ganesh
and Vishnu
I.G. Farben Made in Germany
AGFA. Gods seated including
Vishnu and Ganesh. Black, red,
and gold border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Vishnu with children. Gold and
black leaf border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Vishnu with children. Black,
pink and red border
I.G. Farben Gods seated on
cat. Red, green and black
border
Gods meeting on elephant
and cow. With winged figures.
Man and woman in Indian
dress playing flute with bulls.
Green yellow and gold border
Man and woman in Indian
dress playing flute with bulls.
Green yellow and gold border
Metanil Yellow. I.G. Farben. 4
figures in Indian dress, one
playing flute.
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
12 seated figures under a tree
in Indian dress. Gold, red, and
pink border
Man and woman meeting
under a tree. Blue border
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AGFA made in Germany.
Chimanlal Manilal Vadgadi,
Bombay, Indian women
spinning wool. Red and gold
border
6 figures including vishnu
outdoors.
Woman in Indian dress
floating above man on
balcony. Green, yellow, red,
gold border
Woman in Indian dress
floating above man on
balcony. Green, yellow, red,
gold border
Metanil Yellow. I.G. Farben.
Reclining figure with two
attendants. Red and gold
border
Krishna in Aswattha tree with
stolen clothes of madens,
playing flute. Nude maidens
below in river. Gold, yellow,
red, black border
Man attending reclining
woman. Toolsidass Tejpal,
Bombay. Made in Germany
Man attending topless woman
seated on red couch with
potted plants and pond.. I.G.
Farben. Made in Germany.
Red border
Man attending topless woman
seated on red couch with
potted plants and pond..
Kaloo Mall Shoori Mall,
Amritsar. Made in Germany.
Red border
Woman with foot on head of
praying man. Gold and peach
border.
Ambaprasad Jadavjee & Co.,
Tobacco Katra, Delhi, Made in
Germany. Blue, gold and black
border. Man kneeling before
woman in Indian dress.
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AGFA Made in Germany
Hansraj Vishram & Co.
Calcutta. Woman playing
tambourine on carpet. Blue,
yellow, red, gold border
Woman playing tambourine
on carpet. Yellow border
Woman playing tambourine
on carpet. White border. Four
seals. I.G. Farben
AGFA German Make. First
quality blue 8 oz. Woman
playing tambourine. Yellow
and white border
Three figures in Thai dress,
one in mask. AGFA made in
Germany. Red and gold
border
7 Chinese child acobats doing
handstands on a tower of
blocks. AGFA. Green and gold
border with red banners
Man in loincloth balancing
three vessels on hos head on a
tall pole with city and sunset
in the background. Red, gold,
yellow blue, and pink border.
Four people in Indian dress
dancing on grass. With red,
gold, green border.
Made in Germany. AGFA. Four
figures in Indian dress
dancing. With red, gold, green
border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Woman in yellow sari with
basket of flowers by a river.
Pink, god, and green border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Woman in yellow sari with
basket of flowers by a river.
Gold border
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Woman in yellow sari with
basket of flowers by a river.
Small circular labbel with
pointed edge. Orange border
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Toolsidass Tejpal Vadgadi
Bombay. Made in Germany.
Figures praying to spirit in
Indian dress. Blue, gold, red
and black border
Toolsidass Tejpal Vadgadi
Bombay. Made in Germany.
Figures praying to spirit in
Indian dress. Blue, gold, red
and black border
Toolsidass Tejpal Vadgadi
Bombay. Made in Germany.
Figures praying to spirit in
Indian dress. Pink, black, and
gold border.
AGFA Manufactured in
Germany. Woman seated in
forest with red Sari and white
headscarf. Floral blue and
white and green border
I.G. Farben. Made in Germany.
Two seated men playing
instruments with turbans.
Peacock feathers between
them in a vase
Woman rowing a bird‐shaped
boat with palm trees in the
background. Orange, yellow
gold and green border with
leaves
Makhun Lall Jateh Chand &
Co. Made in Germany.
Woman rowing bird‐shaped
boat with palm trees in the
background
I.G. Farben. Woman in
Chinese dress rwoing a boat
with flowers through a lily
pond. Gold, blue, red, and
black border
Little girl with head scarf.
Floral background and red and
gold border
Made in Germany. Man and
woman in Indian dress in boat
with horse following in river.
Pink banner with gold, red,
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Topless woman wearing
jewellery and carrying sword
and axe. Blue, yellow, green
and gold border. Made in
Germany
AGFA. Two crowned people
seated with golden vessels on
a floral carpet. Black, red,
green border
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
Woman seated playing
stringed instrument in Indian
dress. Red, gold, white border
Hanutram Toolsiram Calcutta.
Tower of women on stage.
Gold border
AGFA. Hanutram Toolsiram
Calcutta. Tower of women on
stage. Gold border
AGFA Cotton Black 90333.
Three goats at a stream in a
field. Yellow, gold, and black
wave pattern.
AGFA Cotton Black 90333.
Three goats at a stream in a
field. Yellow, gold, and black
wave pattern.
Made in Germany. Man and
woman with Ox and sheep in
valley. Red, black and gold
border
Man and woman with Ox and
sheep in valley. Red, green,
black, and gold border
Chrysophenine G.M. Man
lifting white bull in stadium.
Red, gold, and black diamond
border
Man lifting white bull in
stadium. Red, gold and black
border
AGFA Made in Germany
Burmah Black. Four religious
men seated. With green, gold,
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AGFA Made in Germany
Makhan Lall Suraj Mull & Co.
Calcutta
AGFA. Four men in Chinese
dress riding horses, two in a
carriage. Gold, green, orange,
yellow and black border
Extra Soluble Scarlet. AGFA.
Four people in Chinese dress
traveling by horse and
carriage. Gold, red, and black
I.G. Farben AGFA Made IN
Germany. 12 men in uniform
riding horses in a field,
carrying flags reading Fast
Colour. Gold border.
Fast Pink Made in Germany.
12 men in uniform riding
horses in a field, carrying flags
reading Hunutram Toolsiram
Partabmull Gobindram Made
in Germany. 13 soldiers on
horseback in Indian dress with
spears, staffs and arrows
Made in Germany. 12 soldiers
on horseback with swords and
bayonets in front of
mountains bearing flags that
read Partabmull Gobindram
AGFA. I.G. Farben Made in
Germany. 15 soldiers in
turbans riding through a field
bearing red and gold flags.
Gold border
Fast Congo Red. 40 Armenians
Calcutta. 11 soldiers on
horseback bearing flags that
read Hantaram Tulsiram.
AGFA Hanontram Toolsiram
Made in Germany. 4 soldiers
in turbans on horseback in a
field. Gold and white border
AGFA. Four gigures riding
horses in a cloud. Roses and
blue, white, and gold border
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Five Horses. A.C. Bharoodan
Sethia & Co. Calcutta. Made in
Germany. Any imitation of this
ticket will be prosecuted by
law. 5 men in Indian dress
riding horses through a field.
Blue curtains and gold border
Five Horses. A.C. Bharoodan
Sethia & Co. Calcutta. Made in
Germany. Any imitation of this
ticket will be prosecuted by
law. 5 men in Indian dress
riding horses through a field.
Blue curtains and gold border
Calcutta, Bombay, Amritsar,
Delhi. A.C.B. Sethia & Co.
Color merchants. Made in
Germany. Royal procession of
9 people in Indian dress on
horseback. Some hold swords
or blow trumpets. Gold border
AGFA Made in Germany.
Three soldiers, two on
horseback, one on foot. All
armed with swords. Gold,
black, and pink border
I.G. Farben AGFA Made in
germany. Man and boy with
turbans riding horses. Pale
blue and gold border
Cotton Red 8B. I.G. Farben
AGFA Made in Germany. Gold
yellow and blue border. Man
riding horse bearing a blue
flag.
Made in Germany by I.G.
Farben AGFA. Distributors
Manilal Mooljee Vadgady
Bombay. Cotton Red 8B. Man
on horseback with turban and
flag on staff. Gold border
srikshandass Jethmal & Co.
Calcutta. Agfa Made in
Germany Four horses jumping
over roses. Gold border and
red banners
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I.G. Farben AGFA made in
Germany. Four horses
jumping over roses. Gold
border with red banners
Hunutram Toolsiram. 40
Armanian Street Calcutta.
Made in Germany. 7 men in
turbans on horseback with
flags. Yellow, red, gold border
Makhan Lall, Suraj Mull & Co.
Calcutta. Eight Horses. Made
in Germany. No. 27
Khangraputty. 8 riders on
horses in a field
Made in Germany for A.B.
Sethy. Agurchand Bhey
Rodan's Copy Right Regist'd
label. I See. 9 horses with
riders, some bearing flags and
others swords or trumpets.
Woman on horseback
attacking lion
Woman on horseback
attacking lion
Woman on horseback
attacking lion
Ambalall Mohanlall Bombay &
Calcutta. Made in Germany
Woman on horseback
attacking lion. Gold, red and
black border
aGFA Made in Germany.
Woman on horseback
attacking lion. Blue and red
border
Woman on horseback
attacking lion
AGFA. Woman on horseback
attacking lion. Green, black
and gold
Made in Germany. Woman on
horseback attacking lion.
Green black and gold
Woman on horseback
attacking lion. Red, orange,
green, blue and yellow border
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I.G. Farben AGFA Woman on
horseback attacking lion in
desert at sunset.
Made in Germany. Woman on
horseback attacking lion. Blue
and gold border
Woman on horseback
attacking lion. Red, blue,
black, gold border
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. Sole
agents. Man and woman in
Asian dress in field. Red,
yellow, black and gold border
with red and green banners
AGFA Dark Indigo Powder.
Man and woman in Asian
dress in green field. With gold,
black, and red border and red
and yellow banners
I.G.Farben AGFA. Man and
woman in Asian dress in green
field. With green, red, black
and gold border
Man and woman in Asian
dress conversing in field. Gold,
black and pink border. Small
AGFA Fast Indigo Blue. Three
men in Chinese dress
observing dyed cloth drying
on a field. Silver and blue
border.
AGFA Fast Indigo Blue. Three
men in Chinese dress
observing dyed cloth drying
on a field. Silver and blue
border.
AGFA. Four men in Chinese
dress drying cloth or yarn on
poles in a field. Yellow, gold,
and floral border.
Columbia fast black V. Extra.
Four men in Chinese dress
hanging fabric in a field
Chicago Blue 6 B. AGFA. Four
women working with sifters or
bowls at a table. Green and
gold border.
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Double Fast Black. AGFA. Two
men observing black cloth
drying on a rack outdoors.
Gold border
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. Sole
agents. Two women in
Chinese dress picking flowers
in a green field. Red, gold and
green border
AGFA Two women picking
flowers in a green field. Red,
Gold, and green border
AGFA Two women picking
flowers in a green field. Red,
Gold, and green border
AGFA Fast Indigo Blue. Three
people in Chinese dress
indoors. Yellow, green and
black border
AGFA Three figures in Chinese
dress indoors
AGFA Quality 1717. Two men
playing a game while a woman
plays a stringed instrument
outdoors. Gold, red, and blue
border
I.G. Farben AGFA. Two figures
beneath a tree playing a game
while being entertained by a
woman on a stringed
instrument
Fast indigo blue. Three figures
in Chinese dress seated at a
table outdoors eating. Blue
and gold border
Three nude jockeys riding fish.
Yellow floral border
Rower on river with boat in
background. Gold border
Marlin spearing fish as gulls
watch. Gold, yellow and red
border
Large octopus half
submergerd near reeds
Two men on mast after
shipwreck. Sharks waiting in
the water
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Two firemen in a red truck.
With rose border.
I.G. Farben. Man in Chinese
dress seated between bushes.
Red and gold border
I.G. Farben AGFA Made in
Germany. Riderless royal
horse with umbrella outdoors.
Gold, pink, and blue floral
border
Riderless royal horse with
umbrella outdoors. Pink, blue,
and gold floral border.
Methyle Violet. Woman in
Asian dress seated at table
between plants. Violet and
gold border
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. Agents.
Woman in Asian dress seated
at desk between plants. Red
and gold border
Three women in Kimono
seated with Japanese
instruments. Red, black and
pink rose border
Finest Ponceau AGFA. Woman
in asian dress outdoors with
rabbit and red block. Red,
gold, and blue border
I.G. Farben AGFA Made in
Germany. Three large carp in
the ocean. Gold border
I.G. Farben AGFA Eagle with
orange, green and gold
border.
Eagle with gold, red, and pink
border with pink and gold
banners
I.G. Farben AGFA. Red and
gold border. Man and woman
in Chinese dress in a field.
I.G. Farben AGFA. Man and
woman in Chinese dress in a
field. Red, gold, and green
border
AGFA Woman and boy under
a tree in Chinese dress. Gold,
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I.G. Farben AGFA. Woman and
child in field under tree with
rabbit. Gold, blue, red, and
orange border with pink
banner.
AGFA Finest Scarlet IV.
Woman and child in Chinese
dress in field under tree with
rabbit.
AGFA three figures in Chinese
dress dyeing black clothing.
Gold, green, yellow, red
border
Columbia Schwarz E.B. Extra
AGFA. Two men in Chinese
dress, one on horseback, in
valley
AGFA Black for cotton F.B.
Carlowitz & Co. Sole agents.
Boy fishing for tadpole. Gold,
green, red border
I.G. Farben. Boy fishing for
tadpole. Gold, green and red
border
Turkey Red. AGFA. Four men
in Chinese dress fishing at a
river. Red border.
AGFA boy fishing for tadpole.
Gold, red, green, yellow
border
AGFA Fast Indigo Blue.
Carlowitz & Co. Sole agents.
Chinese god of longevity Fu Lu
Shou or Shou Xing riding a
crane holding a peach. Red,
blue, gold, green border
AGFA Superior fast cotton
blue. Man and woman in
Chinese dress. Woman playing
stringed instrument. Blue,
gold, green, pink and white
floral border
Magenta G.K. AGFA. Two men
in Chinese dress standing on
flaming balls. Phoenix on scroll
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Methyle Violet No. 99. AGFA.
Man gardening by a stream.
Floral border
AGFA Rubine extra G.K.Man
gerdening. Floral and gold
border.
AGFA. Three men carrying
AGFA crates on carts.
Columbia Bordeaux B. AGFA.
Two adults and three children
carrying linens
AGFA Carlowitz & Co. Sole
Agents. 4 figures in Chinese
dress in a courtyard. Red and
yellow border.
AGFA. One woman and six
children in Asian dress playing
in a garden. Green and ogld
border
AGFA Figure in Asian dress
between two dragons. Blue
border
Ram and dog riding horse on
grass.
AGFA Ram and dog riding
horse
Congo Red 8B by AGFA.
Hansraj Vishram & Co.
Calcutta. 4 horses one with a
dog on its back
Three horses one ram and one
dog. Made in Germany. Blue,
gold, and red border
AGFA. Two women in Asian
dress picking flowers. Pink,
yellow and green on white
matte
AGFA two women in Asian
dress looking at decorated
fabric in a garden. Gold and
red border
AGFA Purest Green crystals.
Group of buildings surrounded
by six seals. Red, gold and
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AGFA Trade mark Eosine. Gold
on dark red
Four men in fur hats in a boat
fighting walrus with hatchets
and guns
Two squirrels eating berries.
Border of gold, red, with two
birds
I.G. Farben. Man in turban
riding horse holding falcon
Made in Germany 2 MM.
Woman with bird riding horse
with boy running beside her.
AGFA Made in Germany. Men
with turbans in the forest, one
with halo, charging
Magenta Ia (1a) small crystals
made in Germany. Manilall
Mooljee Vadgady, Bombay.
Importers of all kinds of
Aniline colors. Group of men
in turbans charging through
the forest. One on horseback
with bird on his arm.
AGFA manufactured in
Germany. Group of men in
turbans , one on horseback, in
a field. Red border and pink
banner.
AGFA manufactured in
Germany. Group of men in
turbans , one on horseback, in
a field. Red border and pink
banner.
AGFA Red carp on floral
platform. Red, gold, white,
and black floral border
AGFA Shantung Blue. Two
figures in Asian dress in a
meadow. With blue and gold
border
I.G. Farben AGFA. Two
children in Asian dress playing
with a ball outdoors. Red,
Green, black and gold border
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Two figures in asian dress with
a rat in a box by candlelight..
Blue, gold, yellow, red, and
green floral border
AGFA three people in a
courtyard in Chinese dress
Cat on a rock in a river. Gold
border.
AGFA two figures in Asian
dress riding a mythical
creature. Red border
AGFA Three figures in Chinese
dress reading a scroll . Pink,
green, blue and gold border
Cotton Black 90333. Three
men in Chinese dress drying
dyed cloth or wool on grass.
Gold, green, red border.
Cotton Black 90333. Three
men in Chinese dress drying
dyed cloth or wool on grass.
Gold, green, red border.
Superior fast cotton blue.
Three men dyeing and
hanging garments outdoors.
Gold and green border
Columbia Black 90531. Three
men dyeing and hanging
garmnts outdoors.
Large Black, gold, white, red,
and blue label
Horses crossing river and
fighting snakes while peacocks
watch. Made in Germany.
Orange, pink, gold border with
AGFA logo
Congo Red 8 B. AGFA made in
Germany. Horses crossing
river and fighting snakes. Red
and white border
Horses crossing river and
fighting snakes. Gold, yellow
and black border
I.G. Farben AGFA Congo Red
8B. Made in Germany. Horses
crossing river and fighting
snakes
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AGFA Kaloomall Shoorimall &
Co., Amritsar. Made in
Germany. Gold, red, and blue.
Horseback riders with large
ball in field
AGFA Kaloomall Shoorimall &
Co., Amritsar. Made in
Germany. Gold, red, and blue.
Horseback riders with large
ball in field
I.G. Farben Dog Brand made in
Germany
I.G. Farben made in Germany.
Two dogs by a river.
I.G. Farben AGFA Made in
Germany. 1 lb. Two dogs on
black background
I.G. Farben Made in Germany.
Two dogs tied together. Red
and gold border
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